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Abstract
In this report an evaluation for the neutron nuclear data types of U-235
above the resolved resonance region up to 15 MeV is described. In particular
the following data types were evaluated: the fission cross section, the
total cross section, the capture-to-fission ratio and the mean number of
secondary neutrons per fission. But also some of the other data types
changed due to their dependence upon the primarily evaluated types.
The presently recommended nuclear data for U-235 are contained in version
3 of the KEDAK-library which will presumably be released in the second
half of 1973.
Auswertung von Neutronendaten für U-235 oberhalb des aufgelösten
Resonanzbereichs für KEDAK
~sammenfassung
Dieser Bericht beschreibt eine Auswertung der Neutronenkerndaten für
U-235 oberhalb des aufgelösten Resonanzbereiches bis herauf zu 15 MeV.
Im einzelnen wurden die folgenden Datentypen ausgewertet: Der Spalt-
querschnitt, der totale Wirkungsquerschnitt, das Verhältnis vom Einfang-
zu Spaltquerschnitt und die mittlere Anzahl der pro Spaltung frei wer-
denden Neutronen. Aber auch ein Teil der übrigen Datentypen hat sich
geändert wegen ihrer Abhängigkeit von diesen primär ausgewerteten Typen.
Die gegenwärtig für U-235 empfohlenen Kerndaten sind in Version 3 der
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This report describes are-evaluation of the following nuclear
data types for U-235 on the German nuclear data file KEDAK:
v , the mean number of secondary neutrons per fission,
°f ' the fission cross section,
°T , the total cross section,
a , the capture-to-fission ratio,
2n the energy region above the resolved resonance range 2n parti-
cular
v : thermal - 15 MeV
0f' 0T' a : 150 eV - 15 MeV
This evaluation has been started, since a number of precision measure-
ments for these data types have been carried out 2n the years after
1966, the year of J.J. Schmidt's KEDAK-evaluation for this isotope. L3~7
A precise knowledge of the neutron fission cross section cf U-235 is
of obvious importance for its use as standard and for the calculation
of fast reactor properties. The v-data needed arevision since most
recent measurements for v (U-235) revealed considerable deviations from
the so long assumed linear energy dependence which should be taken into
account in fast reactor analysis.
Concerning v all experimental informationavailable till September
1970, concerning 0f till January 1971, 0Ttill June 1971 and a till
October 1971 has been considered here. The evaluation takes into
account the most recent recommendaticns by the lAEA ifrom 19627
_ ., 252
for the v-value from spontaneous f2ss20n of Cf.
Besides, the upper energy limit of the data sets available for U-235
on KEDAK was extended for all data types up to 15 MeV.
The here recommended neutron nuclear data for U-235 are included 2n
vers20n 3 of the KEDAK-library which will presumably be released in
1973.
Zum Druck eingereicht am 7.5.1973.
In order to avoid misunderstandings we would like to emphasize that the
U-235 data sets recommended here for KEDAK do not correspond to the
microscopic data basis of the KFK INR-set for U-235. The KFK INR-set
L11~7was stablished on the basis of the MOXTOT-set L11 27by modifying
the group constants for selected data types and energy groups for
some materials of paricular importance in reactor calculations,
mainly for the heavy isotopes U-235, U-238 and Pu-239. These group
constants sets were in general not derived from evaluated nuclear data
but were obtained as eye-guide averages of experimental data in specific
energy ranges selected in such a way that an improvement in the agreement
between calculated and measured results for integral quantities of fast
test reactors could be expected. This way of improving the nuclear data
basis for reactor calculations by modifying group constants is considered
in Karlsruhe only as a first and preliminary step prior to a careful re-
evaluation of the data L11I7 , and this procedure was also applied ln
the case of U-235. Whereas the KFK INR-set for U-235 was generated ln
the beginning of 1971, the evaluation for U-235 was completed only ln
the second half of 1972.
The only evaluated data set for U-235 on which the KFK INR-set is based repre-
sents that for the data type v which is recommended in this report.
The other data types: erf' erT, CI, have not yet been re-evaluated for the
KEDAK file at the time when the KFK INR-set was generated. In the present
evaluation of these data types all experimental information has been
considered, eventually selected and afterwards fitted by a smooth curve
without direct relationship to integral quantities of fast reactors. The
differences between the basic nuclear data of the KFK INR-set for
U-235 and the corresponding new data sets for KEDAK described here
are therefore mainly due to the fact that the KEDAK data sets represent
evaluated data whereas the group constants of the KFK INR-set, though
generally within the range of available experimental data, are biased
to some extent by the aim of getting an improved accordance between cal-
culated and measured integral quantities of fast zero power reactors. In
addition in particular cases preliminary experimental data were used in
generating the KFK INR group constants whereas the KEDAK evaluation could
profit by the corresponding final values due to the time delay in
establishing both data sets.
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11. The average number of seconuary neutrons per fission
a) The energy uepeuu"'nce of V(U-235)
The current concept of tho ~n~rgy uepenu(>nce of the averagp number of
neutrons per fission V is baseu on thc inueppndence of thc average
kinetic energy of the fission fragments upon thc excitation cnergy of
t ho fissile nuc Lous /-17. From this it i'ollows d I r ec t Ly the linear
Luc r-ea s e of V wI th increasing t nc t de-ut neu.tron cnergy. Schuster a nd
Howerton /-27 have mouifieu this f>nergy depenuence by taking into
account thc various fission modes.
For incident n8utron energies below about 5 MeV there exists only .one
chance for fission namely the fission of the formed compouod nucleus
236
U. At energies above about 5 MeV the exci tation rmergy becomes high
eoough to permit the evaporation of a neutron prior to fission of the
residual nucleus. In this range of incident neutron energies thc
(n, n'f) reaction occurs in addition to the (n, f) reaction end two
236
types of nuclei are undergoing fisSion, namely thc U compound
2:35
nucleus and the U compound nucleus. Above about 10 - 12 MeV also
234
fission of the U compound nucleus takes place due to the (n, 2n'.f)
236
process in the U target nuc Leus , Thus all nöut r-ons enn tted by
236 235 234
fission of the compound nuclei U, U, U formed by the three
reaction types will contribute to the total number of neutrons per
235
fission of thc target nucleus U.
The modification of thc linear energy d,~pendence ofv in the upper
energy range by the incidence of the (n, n'f) proccss and thc
(n, 2n'f) process has been confirmed by most recent precision
measurements. Furthermore, most recent mp-asuremerrts have revealed
considerable s t ruc t ur o Ln v in the energy region below about 1.5 MeV.
Previous measurements hau in general not a sufficiently high resolution
and. were not s pac eu in e nor-gy d ens e onough t o detect the va r t a t i on of
~ (E). Detailed stuuies of these observed effects have bep-n given by
Blyumkina et Al. /-37; Kuznetsov, Smirenkin /-47; Strutinskii, PavLt nchuk
/-57, Meadows and Whalen /-67. Jlccording to l\Ieadows and Whalen the average
kinetic energy of the fission fragments is not constant with increasing
- 2 -
neutron energy E , i.e. the necessary assumption for a linear
n
variation of ~ with E is not valid.
n
The Russian groups use the channel theory of the fission process
for an interpretation of the irregularities of~. In the opinion
of Blyumkina et al. these irregularities are connected with
irregularities in the average kinetic energy of the fission frag-
ments. They are based on the transition from s- to p-wave neutron
fission channels with different parity which takes place with
increasing incident neutron energy. At thc present time, however,
there is no indication for a preference of any of the hypotheses
and additional studies are needed for the clarification of the
process in this energy region.
i» Evaluation of'J (E) for U-2:15
235
No evaluation has been carried out for the V -value for U at
thermal energy. We rely here on thc comprehensive study of Hanna,
Westcott, LernmeL Leonard, story a nd Attree /-77 on the 2200 rn/sec
constants for fissile isotopes. They have considered all available
experimental information up to late 1969 and have obtained the
following figures:
- th (235) 2 4°')9 66V t U = . ",." .!. 0.00
with v a s average number of prompt neutrons per
p
as average number of delayed neutrons per fission.
where ~ ='1 + \i
t P
fission a nd Y
d
_ 235
The a va I Labl,e experimental informat ion about V ( U)
d is given in
Table I. All previous measurements indicate a considerable increase in
the yield of delayed neutrons withneutron energy increasing from
3 to 14 MeV. This is contrary to theoretical predictions based on the
behaviour of fission mass and change distributions /-S, 9, 197. Most- -
recent LA-measurements of Masters,Thorpe, Smith /117 have confirmed
the theoretical expectations. They have developed a new technique for
the accurate determination of absolute delayed-neutron yields fully
utilizing the neutron intensities available from accelarator neutron
sourees.
Therefore small samples could be used so that multiplication
corrections were not necessary. Masters et al. have perförmed
_ 235
an absolute measurement of v ( U) at 14.9 MeV using the
4 d
T (d, n) He reaction as neutron source and a relative measure-
ment of the 3.1 - to 14.9 - MeV yield. Essentially all systematic
errors are eliminated in these relative measurements. No absolute
calibrations or mass determinations are necessary; only the
Dccelerator target is changed (from D to T). The absolute delayed-
neutron yield a t 3.1 MeV hasthen been obt a t ned as product of the
absolute yield at 14.9 MeV and the relative yield.
We have adopted the experimental results of these LA-measurements
for the calculation of the total number of neutrons per fission
from the measured number of prompt neutrons. We have assumed their
14.9 MeV-value to be valid in the energy range above 10 MeV and
their 3.1 MeV-value to be valid in the enr>rgy range below 10 MeV
and above thermal energy. At thermal energy be have chosen the
result obtained in measurements of Keepin et al. / 8/
tOl5. + 0.0005 thermal energyV ( 2:>5U) =:: 0.018 + 0.002 below 1!0 MeVd
0.0095 + 0.0008 above 10 ~eV
All recent and the majority of the earlier measurements for v for
fissile materials have been performed relative tio t'le mea n number
of prompt neutrons from spontaneous fission of 252Cf , All experimental
-' 235V ( U)-values have been renormalized if necessary to the value









:.:J. 765 + 0.012
0.009 /177 it follows
3.756 + 0.012
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In the evaluation of ~(E) for 235U we have taken into account the
experimental information available up to September 1970. The expe-
riments going back to years earlier than 1961 have not been con-
sidered here because all these measurements do not cover a closed
energy range but have been performed only at single energy points.
In addition it is often not clear whether delayed neutrons are in-
cluded in the fi.nal resul ts given by the authors or not. 'I'he
available experimental information 1s summarized in Ta91e 11. In
particular we have considered the following measurements~
Blyumkina et al. 1964 f..-y
Butler et aL 1961 lfcji
Colvin, Sowerby 1965 f..29/
/
1965 L."2yConde
Hopkins, Diven 1963 !.."2ii
Kuznetsov, Smirenkin 1966 @ . .?2/
Mather et al. 1964 !..2g
- --Meadows, ~>lhalen 1962, 1967 ß,5, gy
Nesterov et al, 1970 1.."211
Prokhorova, Smirenkin 1968 1..2§J
Savin et al. 1970 !..'22i
Soleilhac et al. .; 1969. 1970 QO, 2!1
The experimental resu1ts of these measurements were renormalized to
-sp 252the most recently recommended V ( Cf)-value as given above. The
p
numerical results of the Savin measurement are not quoted in re-
ference 1..'22/ but could be extracted from the IAEA-review which had
just become available L3g7. Concerning the uncertainty of the-V -values we have taken over the values given by the authors them-
p
selves. No additional error analysis has been carried out by our-
selves.
The resu1ts of the above measurements have been fitted by a smooth curve
passing through the V-va1ue at thermal energy as recommended by the IAEA.
For this purpose the computer subroutine SM~~H L3i7 has been used. The
fit has been performed at once for the who1e energy range from thermal
up to 15 MeV. The subroutine SM~~H determines for the description of
a smooth curve through the data
f (x)
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2 3= a. + b (x-xi) + c1.. (x-x.) + d , (x-x.)1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
i = 1,2, n-1











( f(X~~ - Y i ) ~ S
1.
(xi' Yi) are the data points with weights Pi i = 1,n •
The inverse squares of the errors of the individual measured
points enter in this procedure as weights of the data points.
Since only one particular value for the parameter S can be
used for the smooth over the whole energy range/also relative
weights were assigned to the data in the various energy regions
to obtain different degrees of smoothing which is necessary in order
to get best fits to the different energy regions. Thus the weights
Pi of the data points are products of the relative weights which
are characteristic for a particular energy range and the individual
weights of the data points.
The most important measurement series in the energy range above
1.5 MeV up to 15 MeV is that of Soleilhac et al. /307 because of
the good energy resolution of this measurement and the small
uncertainty of its results ( see Table 11 ). In addition this
measurement covers the whole energy range 1.5 MeV - 15 MeV in
steps of approximately 0.5 MeV. In this region also Mather and
Fieldhouse /247 have performed measurements but only at several
energy points and with a lesser accuracy in V and with a coarse
energy resolution than Soleilhac. The uncertainty of the V-data
measured by Savin et al. in this energy range is larger than that
of the Soleilhac-data.
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This is taken into account in the fit of the data by the weighting
with the inverse error-squares of the data. Thus the results of
Soleilhac et al. get the greatest weight in the following procedure
as far as the above energy range is concerned.
The most extensive measurements in the energy range below 1.5 MeV are
those of Meadows and Whalen, of Savin et al. and of Soleilhac et al.
- 235
The uncertainty in V ( U) is of comparable size in the measurements
p
of Meadows and Whalen and of Soleilhac et al. It is larger, however,
by a faetor of about 2 in the experiment of Savin et al.
235
Fig. 1 shows the experimental data for ~( u) together with the
associated errors in the energy range from thermal up to 1.4 MeV snd
Fig. 2 the data in the energy range from 1.4 MeV up to 15 MeV.
Concerning the Soleilhac measurements the so-called maximum errars,
i.e. the statistical errors plus 0,5 % due to corrections inaccuracy,
are plotted. As already mentioned the measured V-values were re-
o _ sp 252_ . P -
norma Lä zed to V p ( --Cf) = 3.756. Also the recommended curve V
25
( E)
is given in the figures 1 and 2. Fig. 1 compares in addition our
recommended v(E) -aurve wiih the evalution of Mather and Bampton iIö!i.
In the energy region of Fig. 1, i.e. up to 1.5 MeV, our ~t-Values
are below 1 MeV higher than those of Mather by up to 0.5 %. In the
upper energy range above 1.5 MeV deviations from the evaluated curve
of Mather are encountered in the regions 2.5 - 5.5 MeV, 7.5 MeV - 10 MeV,
11 MeV - 13 MeV and are there of the order of magnitude of 0.3 - 0.5 %.
Above 1.5 MeV V
25
(E) can be approximated by aseries of straight lines~
If allowance 15 made for a maximum deviation of 0.1 % of the straight
line functions for~from the reeommended eurve the following functions
reproduce V25 (E) :
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1.5 2.4 MeV V(E) = 2.385 + 0.134E /Mev7
2.4 3.3 MeV V(E) = 2.455 + O.105E /Mev7
3.3 4.8 MeV V(E) = 2.3555 + 0.1354E /Mev7
4.8 5.2 MeV v (E) = 2.196 + O.169E /Mev7
5.2 6.2 MeV V(E) = 1.968 + 0.2124E /"Mev7
6.0 7.7 MeV ~(E) = 2.1355 + 0.1848E /MeV7
7.7 10.0 MeV V(E) = 2.509 + 0.136E /MeV7-
10.0 11.0 MeV V(E) = 2.771 + 0.110E /Mev7
11.0 11.8 MeV ~(E) = 2.601 + 0.1255E /Mev7
11.8 15.0 MeV V(E) = 2.372 + 0.1450E /MeV7
According to the various fission modes the (n,f)-, the
(n, n 'f)- and the (n, 2n'f)- reaction an only three-segment
linear fit of the evaluated smooth curve V
25
(E) should be
appropriate with breakpoints at the threshold energies of the
(n, n'f)process at about 6 MeV and of the (n, 2n'f) process
at about 11 MeV. Then good linear fits were obtained if the energy
limits for the linear fits are chosen in the following manner:
1.5 4.8 MeV V(E) = 2.4003 + 0.1245E /MeV/
7.5 10.5 MeV v(E) = 2.509 + 0.136E /li..ev7
11.5 15 MeV v(E) = 2.372 + 0.145E /MeV7
The deviations of the first two straight line functions from
the evaluated smooth curve do not exceed 0.3 % and those of
the last one 0.2 %.
Below 1.5 MeV V25 (E) is given by a smooth curve which shows
maximum deviations from the linear energy dependence (straight
line through thermal best value and V-values above 1.4 MeV
and below 1.6 MeV)
at about 0.4 MeV of about 1.05 %
a nd
at about 1.05 MeV of about 1.0 %.
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-The recommended curve V
25
(E) shows good agreement with the
different data sets within the error bars of the experimental
values. The uncertainty of the recommended V-values is estimated
from the spread of the measurements around the recommended curve
to be on the average + 1 %. The deviations of the presently
recommended V25-data from the previously recommended ~-values
7357 on KEDAK amount in the energy range below 2 MeV to maximal
0.7 % around 0.3 MeV, 0.4 MeV. In the energy range above 2 MeV
maximal deviations of 2 % are encountered around 5 MeV.
A summary of the v
25
- eva l uat i on is given below:
Energy region Experimental basis
< 1.5 MeV
1.5 MeV - 7 MeV
















111. The fission cross section
The fission cross section was evaluated in the energy range
above the resolved resonance region, i.e. from 150 eV up to
15 MeV, since there considerable changes are to be expected
from new measurements.
In Table 111 the available experimental information in this
energy range is summarized together with the measurement
uncertainties and the standards used for normalization of
the measured data. Furthermore comments are given to the
individual measurement series in order to make clear why
they have not or why they have been taken into account in
the final data fit of experimental ~f-results. Measurements
carried out earlier than 1950 were not tabulated in Table 111
and were also not considered in the evaluation since at that
'1 235 .time no extensive measurements for of< U) eX1sted. The
experimental information available Iater than January 1971
could no more be taken into account. In general only absolute
measurements and measurements made relative to the scattering
cross section of hydrogen were considered in the data fit
since this cross section is known very precisely. Preference
was given to measurements with a careful and accurate deter-
mination of the neutron flux, and in particular to measure-
ments which additionally cover a wide energy range. Only in
some cases which were described in more detail further below
a measurement series which does not fulfil these conditions was
necessary for the determination of the shape of ~f for example
between widely spaced data points of the selected data and thcn
the above selection criteria had to be left out of consideration.
Between 150 eV and 30 keV there exist several extensive, high
resolution measurement series which are listed below together
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with their time resolution
1. Patrick et aI. /557 2 nsec/m
2. Blons et ai • /437 1 nsec/m
3. de Saussure et aI. /487 100 nsec/m - 5 nsec/m
4. Michaudon -+ a1- /37 - 41/ 10 nsec/m"' ..
5. Van - Shi - di et aI. /477 40 nsec/m - 10 nsec/m
6. Wilbur K. Brown et a1. /507 20 nsec/m a nd 1 u.sec/m
7. J. R. Lemley et aI. /1007 1 nsec/m
The measurements of eao et al. /-S47 cover only the energy range from
6 eV to 3 keV. Structure in ~f' however, is observed also in the
higher keV-range so that this measurement was rejected in favour of
the other more extensive ones. Bowmann et al. /567 have measured with
aresolution of 1 nsec/m and have detected structure in ~f at neutron
energies as high as 200 keV, but they have only determined the shape
of ~f'
We have taken into account the structure in the fission cross section
of 235U up to 30 keV as given by the above experiments and have selected
the measurements of Blons et al. for incorporation into the KEDAK-file,
since these measurements have been carried out with the best resolution
and a good accuracy of the order of magnitude of 4.5 - 7 %. The experi-
mental results of Blons et al. are based on the lOB (n,OJ) cross section
for which the authors have assumed the following energy dependence
~ (n, dv) =
610.3
0.28
More recent measurements for" the lOB (n,~) cross section by Sowerby
et al. /827 have shown deviations from the so far assumed 1~ behaviour
of this cross section. The differences between the more recently re-
iO
commended B (n,~) cross sections and the va lues assumed by Blons
et al. amount at 10keV to 1 % (below 10 keV they areless than 1 %),
at 15 keV to 1.6 %, at 20 keV to 2.5 %, at
- 11 -
25 keV to 3 % and at 30kaV, which is the upper energy limit
of the Blons experiment, to 4 %. In 1971 the or iginal Blons
~ta were corrected for this effect by Blons himself
and we have included ln the KEDAK - file these corrected
0f - values.
For comparison purposes the results of the above measurement
series in the region 1 kev - 30 kev are plotted in Fig. 3 as
averages over 1 kev intervals between 10keV and over 10 keV
intervals above 10keV up to 30k~. These averages are also
quoted in Table IV. Their numerical values were taken from
the report of Blons et ale /437 and Lemley et ale /100/ with
the exception of the measurements of Patrick et ale /55/ for
which we ourselves have calculated the averages. The interval
values of the Blons results which we presently recommend on
KE~K are systematically lower than the averages of the
Michaudon data which have been recommended previously.
The same tendency show the LA-results /50L 100/ and the
Harwell-measurements /55/ . They are in general also lower
than the ORWL/RPI /487- and the Russian /477 measurements.
This discrepancy is not yet resolved, but we presently
recommend the Blons results since the more recent measure-
ments tend to lower values and in addition the energy reso-
lution was improved in this experiment in comparison to the
measurements of Michaudon. The deviations between the Michaudon
and the Blons results amount in the maximum to 15 % in the
interval 8keV - 9 keV. They are by far not so large in the
energy range below 1 ~ (in general they do not exceed there
4 %). This can be seen in the Blons report, since these
authors give for this energy range a comparison of ~f-averages
of these measurements over 0.1 keV intervals.
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We have taken over on KEDAK the Blons data in the whole energy
range from 150 eV up to 30 keV.
The results of the Lemley et al. fJosfl measurements were not
available at the time of this evaluation. The resolution of
this measurement is comparable with that of the Blons experi-
ment # but for the Blons data a higher accuracy 1s quoted.
Furthermore the Lemley-data are in the region 1 - 5 KeV
extremely low in comparison to all other existing measurements
(s. Fig. 3).
The fluctuations observed in high-resolution fission cross
section measurements are connected with similar fluctuations
in thetotal cross section. This implies that they are due to
the entrance channel rather than to the phenomenon of inter-
mediate structure in the fission channels
Above 30 KeV the scattering experimental data points have been
fitted by a smooth curve using the computer subroutine S~,0rH
152 (see also section II b) ). The fit has been carried out at
once for the whole energy range upwards trom 30 keV up to 15 MeV.
The measurements of the following authors have been taken into
account either as complete data sets or partly and with reserva-



















The inverse squares of the errors of the individual measured data
points were used as individual weights of the data in the following
procedure. Concerning the measurements of Diven and those of Doro-
feev and Dobrynin only the absolutely measured fission cross sections
at 1.27 MeV and 30 keV respectively were included in the data fit.
In the energy range from 1 MeV to 3 MeV there exist only very few
data points of the selected measurement series (see Fig. 6). In
order to obtain here a reasonable Gf-shape we have accepted the re-
sults of the Los Alamos bomb shot measurements by Cramer 15il in
this region. These date. wou1d otherwise be Ieftout of consideration
since they are normalized to the already evaluatedclf 25-data of Davey
1527 in this r-ange, Furthermore the unoerta1nties or these measuremerrta
are for a number of data points very large.
In the energy r-ange above 3 MeV the White data are in good agreement with
the revised G"f-values of Hansen, McGuire.. Smith corrected for errors in
the efficiency of the long counter used for flux measurements. These
corrections lead to reductions in the original tSr-values of Smith.. Henkel
Nobles lfil of the order of 10 '/J. Highest preference was given to this
data set because of its normalization to the well-known (hIP) standard.
The experimental results of Kal1nin and Pankratov in this energyrange
were also taken into account in the data fit but with less weight than
the other measurement series since this data set is not in accordance
with the low White valueat 5.4 MeV. This discrepancy is p!'obably due
to difficultiesinthe accurate determination of the neutron flux.
The measurements of White arecharacterized by a particular careful
dete!'!'!'ination of t..lJ.e neutr-on f'Lux whereas in the Russian measurements
the flux determination is based on a yield curve for the p-T-reaction
measured in parts 1953 and 1958.
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In the upper MeV-range above about 13 MeV we have used in
addition to the Hansen, McGuire, Smith results the experi-
mental data of Adams, Batchelor, Green /707 in order to
determine the shape of the fission cross section in this
range. In particular we have drawn above 14 MeV an eye-guide
curve through the data of these two measurement series. We
have postulated for the ~f-curve that it passes at 14.1 MeV
through the White value at this energy, although the LA-re-
sults /787 show a tendency to lower b f -va lues around 14 MeV.
But the White result at 14.1 MeV is confirmed by a measure-
ment of Uttley and Phillips /837 relative toöf28 (see Table
111) at the same energy and is also in good agreement with
the measurement at Aldermaston of Adams, Batchelor, Green
at 14 MeV. Thus it can be considered as very reliable. Above
17 MeV the two measurement series of Adams, Batchelor, Green
and of Hansen, McGuire, Smith show strong discrepancies, but
no attention was given to it since we confirm ourselves in
this evaluation to an upper energy limit of 15 MeV.
In the Figs. 4, 5,6 the experimental results of the selected
measurement ser i es a s weIl a s the recommended ~ f (E) -curve are
represented together with the measurement uncertainties if
assigned by the authors. The energy range from 30 keV to 270
keV is considered in Fig. 4, from 200 keV to 1.5 MeV in Fig. 5
and from 1 MeVto 15 MeV in Fig. 6. The Iargest diviations of
the presentIy recommended 'f-data from thepreviously recommended
fission cross section va lues on KEDAK to the amount of 10 % are
encountered in the MeV-range above about 2 MeV, where the 1
f
- da t a
from the measurements of Smith, Henkel, Nobles have been replaced
by corrected values of these measurements. The
energy range from 30 keV to 2 MeV amount to maximal 3 %. A compari-
son with these previouslyrecommended KEDAK-values is only given
in Fig. 7, whereas a comparison with the Dewey-evaluation /537 is
given over the
- 15 -
energy region of Fig.4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6.
The recommended 'f(E)-curve is in accordance with theoretical
expectations /8'47 in so far as at about 6 MeV a new rise of
the fission cross section occurs due to the incidence of the
(n, n'f)process and of about 11 MeV an increase in ~f attri-
butable to the (n, 2n'f) reaction.
25
The evaluation for ~ f (E) could be summarized as foliows:
et al. /807;
Hansen, McGuire, Smith !...7~7;
Käppeler !...8!7i
I Energy region Experimental basis
50 eV - 30 kev Blons et al, /437
30 keY- 15 MeV White !..."7'§; Szabo







150 eV - 1 keV + 10
1 30 key + 6
30keV - 1 MeV + 3
}
Comments
Corresponds to the uncertainty of
the majority of the Blons et al. /437
results in these regions
Uncertainty of the White- and the
Szabo et al. - results which are
predominant in this range
1 MeV - 3 MeV + 5 Average uncertainty of the results of
Cramer /527 which mainly determine the I
e
I!Jf-curve in this range
3 MeV - 15 MeV + 6 Corresponds to the average error of t he
revised 'f-values of Hansen, McGuire,
Smith
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IV. The total cross section
The total cross section was evaluated in the energy range
above the resolved resonance region i.e. above 150 eV.
Since the evaluation of J. J. Schmidt in 1966 /347 in the
lower energy range precision measurements with high energy
resolution have been performed which show considerable
structure in 6
T
• The aT-values recommended on KEDAK in
1966 had been obtained in this energy range as the sum





errors in this cross section type arose from wrong fluc-
tuations in 6)l"' (see section V ) and arevision of
these dsta was of great importance. Furthermore in the
higher energy range recently a high precision measure-
/
ment of eabe et ale has become available.
In the middle of 1971, when this evaluation was started,
the existing measurements and the energy range covered
in these measurements were
in the 10wer energy range, i.e. below 30 keV, those of
Michaudon, 1964; 150 eV - 720 eV /407
- -
Yeater et aI. 1957; 210 eV - 7.9 keV; /85/
Melkonian et a1.1958; 1.2 E-2 eV - 48leV; /867
Derrien 1966; 720 eV - 10 keV; /877
uttley et aI. 1966; 150 eV - 950kd'; /887
uttley 1964; 270 eV - 76 ket; /897
Hi bdon ,La ngsdorf 1954; 650 eV - 150keV; /907
Böckhoff et aI. 1971; 10 keV - 100keV; /917
and in the higher energy range, i.e. above 30 keV, those of
Bratenahl et ale 1958;
,-
eabe et ale 1970;
7 MeV - 14 MeV;




Foster et aI. 1967; 2.3 MeV - 15 MeV; /947
Galloway 1960; 500 kev - 950 ke V; /957
Henkel 1952; 40 kev - 7.5 MeV; /967
Smith et aI. 1965; 810 kev - 1.5 MeV; /977
In this survey about available measurements the measure-
ments of AverchenkO, Veretennikov /987 and those of
Langsford do not appear. Both were rejected in advance
because of their large uncertainty (up to 16 % and 13 %
respectively).
From the above measurement sertes we have selected the
following ones:
Michaudon /407 in the region 150 eV 720 eV
ner rten /877 " " " 220 eV - 10 kev
Böckhoff et aI. /917 " 11 " 10 keJ - 30 keV











All these measurements have a total uncertainty of their
results of about 3 %.
The measurements of Michaudon, those of Derrien and those
of Böckhoff et al. are not only the most extensive measure-
ments in the respective energy region but they have also
the best resolution in comparison with other experiments
done in this range, namely
t = 5 nsec/m in the Michaudon experiment,
t = 0.8 nsec/m in the DeI1" ien experiment,
t = 0.3 nsec/m in the Böckhoff experiment.
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Whereas the measurements of Michaudon and of Derrien are ab-
solute measurement.s , that of Böckhoff et a1. is a relative one
aiming only to investigate the structure of the total cross
section and does not give absolute cross section values. Its
results were normalized by Böckhoff to the6''1' -values evaluated
by J.J. Schmidt /5.41 221 which are based on experimental re-
sults of Ut tley!JJ:il iri this range. Since no new measurements
are available in this range the above normalization still holds.
But the results of the Böckhoff experiment are therefore only
in that energy region of use for us, where we take fluctuations
in the cross section types into account, i.e. up to 30 keV.
The experimental results of these high-resolution measure-
ments in the lower energy range are represented in Fig. 7 a)
- q). The plotted points correspond in the energy region
150 eV - 720 eV (Fig. 7 a) - h» to the Michaudon points l
in the region 720 eV - 10 keV (Fig. 7 h) - p» to the Derrien
points and in the range 10 keV - 30 keV (Fig. 7 q» to the
Böckhoff results. The experimental data of Derrien !ßii have
a gap between 5.43 keV and 5.97 keV.
In the higher energy range, Le. above 30 keV1 the measure-
ment series of Smith et at , L9i7, of Henkel L9§7 and of
Hibdon et a1. L9sil were discarded because of the reasons
outlined below.
The ecperimental results of the Smith measurements l§v ane!
also of the Henkel measurements l§§/ in the upper energy range
are too low (see Fig. 8 b» in comparison to the very extensive
"and accurate measurements of Cabe et ale recently performed in
this range up to 6 MeV. A comparison of the accuracy of the
three data sets cannot be made, since for the Henkel and also
the Smith results no uncertainties are quoted in the corres-
ponding references L26, 2I7 .
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The uncertainty of the Cabe results is given in reference
/937 as less than 3 %. HigherbT-values are also claimed
by Foster et ale L~, although his results are lower
than those of Cabe and orBratenahl et ale /927 who has
measured only one value in this range, namely at 7.05 MeV.
The ~urement series of Hibdon, Langsdorf /907 can in
any case only play a role in the energy range from 30 keV
- 150 keV. This measurement goes back to 1953. Furthermore
no uncertainty is quoted for the experimental results and
since the experimental data are considerably lower by about
5 % than the Uttley results in this range L88, 897 and also
than the Cabe results in the small overlapping region of
both measurements, from 30 keV up to 150 keV preference has
been given to the two measurement series of Uttley. The
experimental results of the two measurement series were
fitted in this energy range by a smooth curve. For the
data points of the measurement of Uttley from 1964 /897
no errors were quoted. We have here taken over the un-
certainty of the data points in the corresponding energy
region of the measurement from 1966 /887 which varies
between 1 and 2 %jsince both measurement series cover the
same energy range.
Above 150keV up to 6 MeV the Cabe'" data /937 play the
predominant role because these measurements were carried
out at very densely spaced energy points. In smoothing
out the experimental data the results of the Uttley
measurement, however, were also taken into account, at
least up to 950 keV, the upper energy limit of this
I
measurement. In the region 2.3 MeV - 6 MeV the Cabe-data
and those of Bratenahl et ale /927 were fitted by a
smooth curve.
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In this region also experimental data of a measurement
of Foster et al. /947 exist, but the measurement series
of Foster et al. and of Cabe et al. are discrepant. The
results of Foster are systematically lower than the results
of Cab~ by about 3 to 5 %. The measurement of Foster is
neither a high precision nor a high resolution measure-
ment. It was performed over a large energy range only
to determine the energy dependence of d
T
. The energy
resolution is 2.5 - 4.5 %, that means worse than that
of the Cab' measurement by a factor of about 3. In the
region 6 MeV up to 15 MeV we had no other choice than
to take the values of Foster et al. L9~, since this is
the only existing measurement which covers the whole
region. Besides this measurement there are only a few data
points of Bratenahl et al. /927.
The experimental results of the measurement series ford T
in the upper energy range from 30 keV 15 MeV are shown
in Fig. 8 a) - h) together with the presently recommended
dT(E)-curVe obtained by smoothing out the selected experimen-
tal data.
A comparison between the presently recommended ~T-values
and the previously on KEDAK recommended curve is given in
Fig. 9 for the energy range 30 keV - 15 MeV. In this
region the previously recommended ~T(E)-curVe is lower
than the presently recommended one by about 5 %. A
maximum deviation of nearly 8 % is encountered at about
4 MeV. These higher5T-values are due to the recent experi-
mental results of Cabe et al. /937 which are higher than
the results of Henkel /967 on which the previous evaluation
L34, H~ is based. Concerning the lower energy range in
the region 10 - 30 keV essentially no differences in
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comparison to the previous KEDAKcYT-values exist, since the
Böckhoff results are normalized to the5
T-values
recommended
by J. J. Schmidt /34, H57. In the range 150 eV - 10 keV- -
maximum deviations of about 10 % are encountered in the
region 1 keV - 10 keV where the previously recommended
~T-values are lower than the presently recommended ones.
A survey about the measurements considered in the~T­
evaluation i8 given below
1
Energy range
150 eV - 720 eV
720 eV - 10 keV
10 keV - 30 keV
30 keV - 150 keV
150 keV - 6 MeV




Böckhoff et al. /917
uttley ~S8, sg
eabe {9'{l, Uttley ~8g,
Galloway /957
Foster et a.l • {9{7, Bratenahl /827
25
The accuracy of the recommended d
T
-values is estimated to be:
Energy range ~~ ;-%7 eomments
~ - -
~50 eV -720 eV + 3 due to the uncertainty of the Michaudon-
results
r20 eV - 10 keV + 7 due to uncertainty of the Derrien re- I- sults
10 keV - 30 keV + 4 due to the spread of experimental data-
in this range
30 keV - 150 keV + 2 due to the spread of experimental data
- 5 in this range and to the uncertainty of
I the Uttley results
Energy range
150 keV - 2.3 MeV





due to the uncertainty of the Cab;
and Uttley results
due to discrepancy between Foster an~
"- 5 Cabe and to the uncertainty of the
Cabe resul ts
6 MeV- 15 MeV + 5 due to uncertainty of the Foster
- 3 results and its discrepancy with the
"Cabe results
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V. The capture-to-fission ratio
Arevision of the KEDAK-value for~ was performed in the
energy region above the resolved resonance region, i.e.
above 150 eV. In the eV-region the results of a high
resolution measurement of de Saussure et a1. /487 has be-
come available since the evaluation of J. J. Schmidt /347.
This necessitated an incorporation of these values into
KEDAK, since due to the lack of an ri-I-measurement of a
resolution comparable with that of the Michaudon 6f-measure-
ments, incorporated 1966 into KEDAK, we had since that time
wrong fluctuations in the capture cross sections. The
highest resolution reached in the de Saussure experiment
from 1966 is 5 nsec/m and so comparable with the resolution
of the Michaudon GT-experiment, from which we have taken
over the energy values for KEDAK.
Up to October 1971 when this evaluation was started no other
measurements were available with such a good resolution. Silver,
de Saussure et ale /1027 have performed a new ~ -measurement
over the same energy range and even extended up to 100 keV,
whereas the high-resolution measurement of de Saussure from
1966 has an upper limit of 3 KeV. At Knoxville preliminary results
of these recent measurements wer~ reported but up to now no final
results are available. We have not taken into account them ther-
fore L11~7 in our evaluation and have taken over on KEDAK in the
lower energy range the data of de Saussure from 1966.
The de Saussure data were normalized concerning the fission cross
section by making the fission resonance integral from 0.45 to
10 MeV equal to 127.45b and concerning the capture cross sections
by making the absorption resonance integral from 0.45 to 1.0 eV
equal to 58.12 b , From a comparison of 100 eV Interval values it
follows that on the average the de Saussure data show deviations
of about 15 %with regard to the previous KEDAK -values •
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In the lower keV-range, i.e. above 3 keV up to some ten of keV a
number of measurements are available:
Energy region Accuracy Ref.
Bandl et al. 1971; 8 - 60 keV; (12-17) %; (10'27
Czirr, Lindsey, 1970; 2.6 - 30 keV; 7 - 8 %; {1o~/
Muradjan et al. 1970; 0.3 eV-5 keV; 4 -16 %; ( 102/
Kurov, Ryabov, 1970; 100eV-30 keV; 9.5 -13 %; {io§/
Van-Shi-di et al. 1965; 100eV-30 keV; below 1 keV 7%
keV 7.5-12% L-41/above 1
Silver,
de Saus sure et al. 1971; 100 eV-iookeV; r: _iL 109
In the higher keV-range except of some very old inaccurate measurements
(see reference L34, H12./) the following measurements were performed:
Energy range Accuracy Ref.
de Saussure et al. , 1966 17 keV-600 keV; 8 - 16 % L-4~/
Weston et al. , 1964 12 keV-690 keV; 9 - 20 % {1oI/
Diven et al. , 1958 100 keV- 1 MeV; 16 % {10~/
Hopkins, Diven 1962 30 keV- MeV; 7 - 11 % ( 102/
Since in the lower keV-range all authors have quoted interval-averaged
values, even if unfortunately not over the same intervals, we give in
Fig. 10 a) and b} a comparison of the different measurements ln the region
up to 100 keV. For KEDAK we have taken over in this range from3 keV - 11 keV
the three values of Czirr and Lindsey over the intervals 3 keV - 4.29 keV-
7.34 keV - 10.9 keV. It is difficult to decide for one of the measure-
ments in this range. First the data of the several authors are not averaged
over the same energy intervals as already mentioned. But furthermore
the different sets of interval values show a different tendency with in-
creasing energy, some data sets increase)some decrease in the same energy
range.Concerning the Van-Shi-di measurements we have thought that it is a
too old measurement. The cIv -values of this measurement show very strong
fluctuations in the energy range considered hereQ The same it true for
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the measurements ot: Kurov, Ryabov. The experiment of' Muradjan et al. covers
only the energyrange up to 5 keV. The results of' Silver, de Saussure
are only preliminary, not yet corrected f'or multiple scattering e.g. L11~7.
Then remain the Bandl et al. measurement and the Czirr, Lindsey measurement
up to 10 keV (above 10 keV they have quoted only one value f'or the interval
23 keV- 28 keV, f'or the interval 11 - 23 keV no value isgiven) mainly
because of'the f'act that it goes down tosuch low energies as 3 keV which
is the upper·energy limit of' the high resolution de Saussure measurement
f'rom 1966 adoptedf'or KEDAK. From the Bandl measurement results are availa-
ble only above 8 keV and f'or joining the last de Saussure value at about
3 keV one has anyway to take the Czirr data between 3 and 8 keV. Above
10 keV one has the choice either to f'it the results f'rom the measurements
at selected energies of' de Saussure et al. and of' Weston et ale by a smooth
curveor to take over the interval values of' Bandl et al. The dJ (E)-curve
evaluated 1966 gives in this range agood mean between the Bandl results
and the higher result.s of' the point measurements if' one excludes the deep
minimum in the 0(" -curve of Bandl around 25 keV. This minimum in the
cU (E)-curve, however, is up to now not conf'irmed by other experimental
f'inal results. We have therefore kept on KEDJI..K up to about 40 keV the
dJ (E)-curve evaluatedby J.J. Schmidt in 1966.
Between 11 keV and 15 keV we have adopted a smooth connection to the
<::N -value recommendedby J.J. Schmidt L34, H127. In the region above 40 keV
we have taken over higher '>:J.., -values than J.J. Schmidt ones so f'ollowing
the evaluation of'Alter andDunf'ord L11~7. Alter and Dunford took by 5 to
7 %higher ~ - values, but only in the region 60 - 200 keV. According
to ouropinion the range with higher .d.J ~ values .should be extended up to
450 keV. The main reason f'or recommending higher <::i.J -values are the
experimental data of de Saussure et al. /487 which had not been available
to J.J. Schmidt. This measurement series covers the region from 17 keV-
600 keV, however. We have drawn an eye-giude curve through the there
available measurements of' Diven, Weston, Hopkins and Diven and de Saussure
and have joined it to the previous KEDAK-evaluation of' J.J. Schmidt L34,H127
at 700 keV. The presently recommended r::f.J -values are by about 5 - 7 %
higher in the region 60 keV - 450 keV. The experimental data in the range
up to 1 MeV as well as the recommended curve f'or odE) are given in Fig. 11.
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Above 700 keV up to 10 MeV the Qt,(E)-eurve of J.J. Sehmidt from 1966
{3~7 is still reeommended, that means a rather elose 1/E -dependenee
of (5~ , sinee no measurements at all exist above 1 MeV and no new
measurements are available between 700 keV and 1 MeV.
Above 10 MeV up to 15 MeV we have taken over the (j... -values reeommended
by Alter andDunford who have obtained their values by extending smoothly
the ~(E)-curve of J.J. Schmidt. The presently reeommended <jJ(E)-curve
in the region 30 keV - 15 MeV is given in Fig. 12. A summary of thed7eva-










de Saussure L4§7- data
interval values of Czirr, Lindsey L10~7
smooth connection between Czirr, Lindsey
and the r:JJ (E) - curve recommended above
15 keV
mean between Bandl interval values and
de Saussure and Weston data
60 keV - 450 keV
450 keV - 700 keV
700 keV - 10 MeV
10 MeV - 15 MeV
eye-guide curve through data of' Diven,
Weston, Hopkins and Diven, de Saussure;
5 - 7 %higher dJ -values than previous
KEDAK-evaluation
smooth joining of present and previous
KEDAK-evaluation for dJ
previous KEDAK-evaluation for d.J
Alter , Duford evaluation: smooth eon-
tinuation of previous KEDAK-evaluation
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The accuracy of the recommended r:i/ 25-values is estimated as out-
lined below:
Energy region Comments
3 keV - 15 keV













estimated uncertainty of the de
Saussure data
due to discrepancies between experi-
mental ee.. -data in comparison to the
Czirr. Lindsey values
due to the spread of experimental
data in this range
due to the scattering of the experi-
mental data around the recommended
curve in particular due to the dis-
crepancy between the high de
Saussure values and the low Weston
resul ts
No accuracy estimate can be made above 1 MeV since there exist no
experimental data at all.
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VI. Secondary data changes
The re-evaluation for the data types (!ff' G
T
, OV, \) causes changes
in the other cross section types, the so-called secondary data
changes, since they are mutually dependent. The energy range in
which data changes for the different cross section types of
















?G - energy distribution of
the prompt neutrons
~L-average of the eosine of the 10.E+6 - 15.E+6
















V-average number of neutrons
per fission
~ -absorption cross section
a«: -(n, eJ;) cross section
G ~ -fission cross section
r
6i'-capture cross section
G - inelastic scattering
n'
cross section
<5 n - elastic scattering cross
section
6 - (n, p) cross section
p
6 - total cross section
T
~ - transport cross section
C) tr
d 2n - (n, 2n) cross section
- (n, 3n) cross sectionG :3n


















these data types were re-evaluated.
For the data types SG2N, SG3N, MUEL the changes consist only in
an extension of the curves recommended by J. J. Schmidt /34/ up
to an energy of 15 MeV.
For the non-elastic cross section, data type name SGX, no new
measurements exist. In the range 10 MeV - 15 MeV we have taken
over the values read from the extended (j (E) -curve previously
x
recommended on KEDAK /347. In the range below 2.4 MeV SGX was
changed as obtained by the relation
= + ~ , + 6 2 + C:S3n ~
=0 below 2.4 MeV
In the range 2.4 MeV - 10 MeV the previously recommended SGX-
values remained. The changes inG
f
and 0 2t i n this range and
also in the range 10 MeV - 15 MeV were shifted on the inelastic
scattering cross section, data type name SGI. We relied here
on J.J. Schmidt's KEDAK-evaluation for U-235 from 1966 /347 and
adopted the same procedure for the determination of the SGX- and
SGI-values.
The changes for the other cross section types were obtained
throughout from the following relations:
elastic scattering cross sec t i.on <§. = G'T - 6
n x











In the higher energy range above 400 keV the presently and pre-
viously on KEDAK recommended G (E)-curve and 0 (E)-curve
n x
respectively are given in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 respectively to-
gether with the experimental data points. For both cross
section types no new measurements exist. The enelastic scattering
cross section ~ni in the same energy range is represented in Fig.
15. For this data type some new measurements are available, namely
that of Drake et Al. 11117, that of Armitage et Al. 11127 and that
of Batchelor and Wyld _/11_37. The calculated curves fore ,~ ,rl,
n x n
lie fairly weIl between the experimental measurements.
Concerning the energy scale of the KEDAK-points all data types
for U-235 except CHIF are stored at the same energy points since
our program for the calculation of the mutually dependent cross
sections presupposes this. Above 30 keV up to 10 MeV we have used
the same energy points as stored in the previous version, only
very few additional points were inserted in this scale in order
to reproduce .well the energy dependence of" a nd df' Below 30 keV
we have taken over the energy points of the high resolution
GT-measurements of Michaudon (l:l t = 5 nsec/m) in the range
150 eV - 723 eV, of Derrien (A t = 0.8 nsec/m) in the range
724 eV - 10 keV a nd of Böckhoff (At = 0.3 nsec/m) in the
range 10 keV - 30 keV and have interpolated the other cross
section types at these energies or calculated the mutually de-
pendent cross sections at these energies. Since the high
resolution (Q f-measurements of Blons et al. (A t = 1 nsec/m)
and the DV-measurements of de Saussure (A t = 5 nsec/m) show
sometimes a shift in the energy of their peaks and valleys in
comparison to the peaksand valleys of 6
T
, the above selection
of the energies bY taking the points of the e'T-measurements
has sometimes led to negative G -values. Very probably some of
n
these negative 6 -values are also due to the difference in the
n
resolution of the ~T-measurements on one side and the~f- and
r::h -measurements on the other s Lde ,
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Since the number of these pofnt.s , however. was very small in
comparison to the total number of energy points in this range
we have re-calculated the cross section values at these points
deciding from case to oase whethereT or <Sr ord/as basic cross
section type should be changed by a small amount.
In the REDAK-evaluation from 1966 for U-235 the energy dependence
or the average fission width f f was determin=..d by fitting the
evaluated tN (E) -curve , A spin dependence of r
f
was not considered.
Since also nowadays better information about the spin- and energy-
dependence not yet exists we have only repeated the fitting proce-
dure with our ehanged clI-values. The quantity OJ is best suited for
this purpose because it depends only weakly on a correct value for
the strength f'unction.
t"'fJ I8 J >IJ 2 2 g J • 1 <rü'lflI: «(12(') 211 *. l~J 15'lJ r J<. "-'? = 1,J 1
I:<~J>
=








I: gJ r nl r fl TU•l.J Dl J -J frr
-J







The energy dependence of D 1s predicted by the Fermi gas model. By














The used symbols have the following meaning:







- spin of the compound nucleus
- angular momentum of the incident neutron
- level spacing
- strength function







effective binding energy corrected for the
pairing energy, of the last neutron in the
compound nucleus
level density parameter
We make now the following simplifying assumptions (for reasons of
justification see also KFK 120 p. D 99 - D 117):
fiJ =3 -J=4
1. "" r "" n, Ifl=o fl=o f
and since nothing about p-wave fission is known one can set
=
since nothing definitive is known about the
J-dependence of
3.
J=3 8J=4 = 88 =
0 0 0
J=2 1 J=3 1 sJ=4 J=5 = 818 = _ SI = = 8 10 - 12 2
because of the lack of any other evidence
4. 03=3 03=4 T 0T~ = T =,f 'lf Tlf
That means that the statistical distributions of rr and ~ were
assumed to be the same for the two spin states J = 3 and J = 4.
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With these assumptions it follows
(tI.I) =
-flf (E) was determined from this expression by fitting the evaluated
~ (E)-curve. The new values were incorporated into the KEDAK-file
under the data type STGF.
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Available experimental information on the
absolute delayed neutron yield per fission
235
of U
Available experimental information on V
25
235
Available ~f-measurements for U in the
energy range 1 keV - 15 MeV later than 1950
: ~ f 25 -averages of high resolution measure-
ments in the energy range 1 keV - 30 keV
Table I: Available experimental information on the absolute
235
delayed neutron yield per fission of U
_ 235
" d ( U) thermal
_ 235
"'d ( U)fast
= 1.017 + 11 %
Reference







thermal: 0.0158 + 0.0005 Keepin et al., 1958
fission spectrum:0.0165 + 0.0005 /~ 9, 10/
14 MeV neutrons: 0.022 + 0.005 McGarry et al., 1960
/147
YCi(2. 4 MeV) / "dthermal
V
d
( 3 . 3 MeV)/ Vdth
V
ct
( 15 MeV)/ vdth
= 1.03 + 0.04
= 0.99 +0.04
- 1.86 + 0.06
Maksyutenko, 1960
/157
several measurements in the range
250 keV - 1.5 MeV
~d varies between 0.015 and 0.017;
no numerical values given
14.9 MeV neutrons: 0.0095 + 0.0008
Cox et al., 1967/68
/167









Blyumkina et aLv ; 1964 Li! 0.08 MeV - 0.99 MeV 0.7-1.2 ~p (235U) = Scintillator measuremont sth





E n = 0.39 MeV
_p 235.
._,.. -
Butler et al.; 1961 /197 0.21 MeV - 1.58 MeV 0.6-1. \I th( U)=2.47
- QP (2""52c f )- - --_.-"Colvin, Sowez-by ; 1965 /'207 0.101 MeV - 2.57 MeV 0.8-1,9 in reference /207
sp
data for the ratio
V (E) (235U) / Vp (252Cf)givenp sp ,
..-
1965 /217 Vp ( 25201) =3.767Conde et aL, j ~.06 MeV - 14.8 MeV 1..
.~ nn; nta' sp
-"~-"--'-"'''
Hopkins, Diven; 1963 /227 0.280 MeV - 14.5 MeV 0.9-1.6 Vp (252Cf) =3 .711sp
- P 235,
_ ..."......
JK:uznetsov, Smirenkinj 1966 0.08 MeV - 0.70 MeV 0.7-1, V th ( U) ,~:2.43 measured quantity Vp(En)
ISßIW V (Eo )p n
0 = 0.4 MeV
--~
....._1_ - - E n




Meadows, Whalen; 1962 /257 0.03 MeV - 1.76 MeV 0.7-1.0 ~ P (252Cf)=3.782sp










I - P 252 <













1. 36 MeV -14.79 MeV
r ----.~,
< i ! - p 235





252 . 'v: ( Cf)=3.772I sp




1 0.65 MeV- 6.60 MeV
I
1969 /307
Soleilhac pt al.; 1970 /317
Savin et al.; 1970 /29,32/
Prokhorova, Smirenkin;
1968 /287
values used for rto.normalization:
- P 252
\j sp( er) =: 3.'756
\j ih (235U) = 2:.40'71
235
Table III: Available 'f-measurements for U in the energy range 1 keV - 15 MeV Lat e r than 1950






Ellergy range Accuracy +
data fitA<5f /-%7 standard Comments
~-"-
4 0.7 - 43 keV + 4 - 6 Columbia not considered be--
56 5 eV - 2 keV absolute ~25 cause no absolute -
measurements measurements and
between 0.3 and reference va l ues
0.7 eV /377 are based on
earl ier measurl~-
ments-
1958 - <1 keV - 20 keV + 5 - 6 10 evÖ 25(E)dE- 5 f1964
8 eV
from measure-
ments of Shore, -










Reference Energy range A6 f








Michaudon, Ribon et al.; 2.5 eV - 20 keV + 5 - 6 1$36 ;5(E) dE
previously re-
!- commended on KEDAK/417 1965 0.4 -
I with data of /34,35!;presently




Melkonian et al.;; 1957 0.01 eV - 40 keV + 4 - 6 6 = 580b/ relative meaaur-e>- f25
/447 0.0253 3V ments,but norma-
lized to the well-
known 2200 rn/sec

















Ir10v et a1.; 1959 3.5 - 800 keV + 7 ~f25 = 1.30b/270 rejected since re--
[57 keV 1ative measure-
ments and norma- -
lized to the ab-
solute1y measured
standard va1ue
lrkin et a1.; 1965, 24 keV G'f25 =(2.36 absolute neutrons from a





In-Shi-di et a1.; 0.1 keV - 30 keV + 1 - 4
~f25=(582.!6)b/
rejected because 0:1:-
f77 1965 0.025 eV
a (10-40 nsec/~ reso
1ution worse than the
-- -B10ns exper tment /~l3/ -
and since the results



















1e Saussure et a l , 1966 0.4 eV - 30 keV ~5 10 eV measurements withJ {5 f(E)dE =
/487 1967 127.9b aresolution of.45eV
obtained from the 100 nsec/m -
2 nsec/m;worse -measured data of
Bowmann {4'ywhich
resolution than





IVi1bur K. Brown, Bergen, 20 eV - 2 MeV - Li( n,d1T up to relative measure-
~ramer; 1966 100 keV; 15f25 ments; Petre1
/507 10 keV-2 MeV underground ex-
(BNL325) p1osion; used for -
comparison pur-
- - poses
:ramer, Bergen; 19169 20 eV - 1 keV + 5.5-90 Li ( n ,<Xi) T; underground nucl.-











Cramer; 1970 10 eV - 2.84 MeV :t 4.5-50 below 1 keV Li Pommard under-
~Y (n,,(I)T; g,round detona-
above a'f25-data tion; because
evaluated by of the large
Davey !3ii BLt uncertainty of
several enel'gy this measurement
points in the only used in the
range 0.672 - r-ange 0.9 - 3 MeV" partly






of the shape of f


















Cao et al.; 1968
/547








Sailor /427 re- I scint1l1ator .R1e-










Patrick et al.; 1970
/557
50 eV - 30 keV ~ + 5
10
B( n,Q,) ;











, - I ! , f I I
Table III: Continued
.








up to 200 keV
Blons et aI.; 1970 ± 4.5 - 7 1017 eV - 30 keV B(n,a1 ; measurement with
L4ii 300 eV the best energy5 tS f(E)dE resolution amongh60 eV x
over the measu- the G -measure-r
red data of ments which show
Mi chaudon L427 structure in c5f
- in the keV-range
Lemley et al.; 1971 20 eV - 100 keV average: 8 6Li (n, ew) data not avaf.Lab.le
















Nyer; 1950 14 MeV ~25-(2.1~0.09)b ~28=(1.1~0.03)bl single data point
L5ii 14 MeV measured relative -
to the standard
I Diven; 1953, 1957' 0.403-1.62 MeV ± 3 - 6 ~25=(1.27±0.04)bl absolute measure-
!.5§7 1.27 MeV ment only at
rneasuredrela- 1.27 MeV;
tive to(n, p) this result has x
been considered lpartly
Uttley, Phillips;1956 14.1 MeV G'f25=(2.20±0.or{)b ~28=(1.14±0.03)b/ relative measure-
LS-ji 14.1 MeV ment, confirms
the White result
at 14.1 MeV-
lAllen, Ferguson; 1957 30 keV - 3 MeV ± 1.3 - 3 (n, p) flux determina-
I .... _



















and of White. Be-
cause of this
possibly systema-
; tic errorthe data
set was excluded-
Henkel; 1957 10 keV - 3 MeV - G}25==1.27b/ reJected since














Reference Energy range Accuracy Standard Comments Data
~GL i-i! fit
Gf
Dorofeev, Dobrynin; 30 keV - 5 MeV ± 505-6.5 c(f25=(2021±0.12)b/ rneasurements using:
1957 L617 30 keV knownst,rength
sources;abso1ute
~f-measurement only
at 30keV, therefore x
only this va1ue has part1y
been taken into
account- ....
Moat; 1958 14 MeV ~f25=(2.13 ± <5f 2S=(1. 13::!:0002)b/




Berezin et al.; 195B rneasured re-
l62 14.6 MeV Gf 25=(2 .30 ± <5f2ff:..( 1·.13±.0.05)b/ latlve to the






Reference Energy range Accuracy Standard Comments Data
Aclf . --- fitd-L.Y
f ..
Netter; 1961 50 keV - 3.8 MeV ±4 ... 9 <if 49=(2.04±,0 .12)bl measurement, 01' tbe










KaHnin, Pankratov; 3 - 8 MeV ~±7 considered in thE~
1958 L.6§J no error bars data f1 t ,but Leas
for the indi- absolute meaSU1~e- weight was assigr~d
vidual data ment to these data thBLll
points are to the results of




the White data in reser-













f± 56 - 26 MeV
Accuracy
4f5f
~ - Lii_______+__ f _










of the shape of I with re-
<5f25 passing through I serva-









± 5 - 10
± 4.5 - 5
:reJected, amoe the
data are not of high
accuracy and the
measuremerrte are
I I I ~not absolute
relative measure-
ment,; only used for
the determination I x
0.3-2.6 MeV









Albert; 1965 0.1 - 2 MeV ~ ±. 5 - use of a nuclear
{iV explosion as neutr-on
source; data were l~ot -
taken into account,
for reasons see KFK
120 pp. H11/12 L5i7
-
White; 1965 40 keV - 14.1 MeV ± 2.5 - 3 (n, p) for fIme measurements
li?J use of a proton re,·
coil counter up to
505 keV, of asolid x
hydrogenous radiatiOr
- at higher energies
Macklin, Gibbons; 0.15-0.335 MeV ± 2.5-7.5 <3f 25-dat a of measurements carriled
1966 !..'7ii White out for verificati,on
of the structure in






:Reference I Energy range I Accuracy IStandard I Gomments I DataACSf -- fit--LYGf
~ilboY. Knoll; l%6l 0.38 - 0.62 MeV -r- ± 2 6 I
Li (n, cJ..;) rejected, since rela··
tive measurementsIJ!!J statistical
aiming to the in- I -
vestigation of st.ruc-
I , Iture in Gf as de- 0\,...
-- ~ected bl Alber~ L717;
Knoll, Pt)nitz; 1967' 30 keV ~25= (2 .19±0.06)1: absolute two independent
tli? 64 keV "f25==(l.78±0.13)t measurements methods for the de-
tlermination of the I x
neubron flux-
panitz; 1968 fjy 30 keV - 1.5 MeV ± 5 .. 12 f,25=2' 19b/ 30 keV "grey" neutron de-
1970 ti17 130 keV - 1.5 MeV measured by tl~ctor; daca not




cross sect:Lon, de- I -
viations of up to
about 15 %. Rejected





Reference Energy r-ange Accuracy Standard Comments Data
A<$f ["61 fit
G'f-
ansen, McGuire, Smith; 2.2 - 10.5 MeV ±5-7 (n, p) neutron flux measure-





Nobles L72/; corrected x
by Hansen et al.for
- . inscat'tering effe'cts.
zabo, Leroy et al.; 17.5 keV - 1.01 MeV ±3 absolute three different
970lßsil measurements methods for deter-
mination of the
neutron flux; use













Reference Energy range Accuracy Standard Comments Data
A~f erD fitC!1 f
Käppe1er; 1970 440 keV ~f25=(1.17±0.041)t The measurements w~~re
ffi17 530keV 6 f 25=(1.17±0.041)b
(n.. p) extended over the ener--
gy range 0.1 MeV up to,
1 MeV.. but no final re- x
su1ts are avadLabke ,
+ The sign "x" lIleans.. that the resu1ts of this measurement were taken into account in the data fi1~ ..
the sign li_li rneans .. that they have not been considered.
&
I
Table IV: <3'f25"·averages of high resolution measurements over the energy range 1 keV - 30 keV
- - "<G f >-
Energy Michaudon Van-Shi-di de Saussure Wilbur K.Brown Blons et ale Patrick et ai , Lemley et a.l ,
internal et a1. et ale et a1. et a1.
/jeiJ ßj..!l!/ 1..41/ ffi§7 Lij9/ L4ii B::iJ liosJi
Sacl1ay Dubra Om"L-RPI Los A1amos Sac1ay Harwe11 Los Alamos
30 - 20 - 3.115 - - 2.106 2.093 2.101
20 - 10 2.801 3.2'71 - 2.768 2.467 2.468 .. 2.338
10 - 9 3.1~18 3.340 3.101 3.248 3.074 3.188 ~
9 - 8 3.~)05 3.227 :}.122 3.030 2.984 3.102
8 - 7 3. ~)51 3.430 3.931 3.034 3.193 3~296 ~ 3.105
7 - 6 3:'t91 3.457 3.612 3.149 3.469 3.291
6 - 5 4"~74 3.831 3.910 3.459 3.948 4.273
5 ... 4. 4. ~)02 4.499 4;728 4.013 4.413 4.371 4.010
4 - 3 4.887 4.907 ,.117 4.721 4.854 4.805 4.511
3 - 2 5.1'61 5.620 5.680 5.464 5.404 5.388 5.057










a) - q )
a) - h )
- 65-
Figure captions
The experimental information and recommended curve for
V25 (E) in the energy range from thermal up to 1.4 MeV
The experimental information and recommended curve for
V25 (E) in the energy range from 1.4 MeV up to 15 MeV
G f25-averages of high resolution measurements in the
energy range 1 keV - 30 keV
Selected measurement series and recomrnended c(f25-
curve in the energy range from 30 keV to 'Z"{O keV.
Selected measurement series and recommended <5
f 25
-
curve in the energy range from 200 keV to 1.5 MeV.
Selected measurement series and recommended ~f25­
curve in the energy range from 1 MeV to 15 MeV.
25
High-resolutionO"T -measurements recommended on
KEDAK in the energy range 150 eV - 30 keV.
25
Experimental data and r-eoomnended curve f'or S T in
the energy range 30 keV - 15 MeV.
- 66-
FiS. 9 : Comparison between the previously and presently on
KEDAK recommended t:J,T(E) -curve
FiS. 10: Experimental data and recommended curve toro(;25 in
a ) the energy range 3 keV - 50 keV
b) the energy range 45 keV - 100 keV
FiS. 11: Experimental data and recommended curve ror Ql25 in the





Presently recommended Gt,(E )-curve in the energy region
30 keV - 15 MeV.
Experimental data and recommended curve tor cl 25 in
n
the energy range 400 keV - 15 MeV.
Experimental data and recormnended curve for t.he non-
elastic cross section ~25 in the region 400 keV -x
15 MeV.
Experimental data and recommended curve tor the total
inelastic scattering cross sectiOnG~5 in the energy
range 15 keV - 15 MeV.
Key to the symbols used in Fig. 1
A Blyumkina et al. 1964 /187
~ Butler et al. 1961 /197
0 Colvin, Sowerby 1965 /207
Ltl conde 1965 /21/
A
/227V Hopkins, Diven 1963
" Kuznetsov, Smirenkin 1966 /237
e Mather et al. 1964 /247
+ Meadows, Whalen 1962, 1967 /25, 26/
~ Nesterov et al. 1970 /277
ß Prokhorova, Smirenkin 1968 /287
A Savin et aI. 1970 /297
• So1eilhac et aI. 1969, 1970 /30, 31/
presently recommended
Mather - evaluation /1017
Key to the symbols used in Fig. 2
~ Butleret al. 1961 /19/
0 Colvin, Sowerby 1965 /20/
~ Conde 1965 /21/
<> Hopkins, Diven 1963 /22/
t) Mather et a1. , 1964 /247
+ Meadows, Wha1en 1962 /25/
~ Nesterov et al. 1970 /27/
!J. Prokhorova, Smirenkin 1968 /28/
A Savin et al. 1970 /297
• Soleilhac et al. 1969 /307
presently reCOlllJllended
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Key to the symbols used in Fig. 8 a) - h)
• Hibdon, Langsdorf 1954 /907
'V uttley 1963 /857
e-o uttley 1966 /887
X Henkel 1952 /967
0 Smith et al. 1965 /977
<> ", /93/Cabe et al. 1970
X Galloway 1960 /957
+ Foster, G1asgow 1969 /947
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Key to the symbols used in Fig. 10 and 11
----- presently recommended a (E) curve
previously i321 recommended a (E) curve
.r-L van - Shi - di et a1. /-477
--- Bandl et a1. /1037
)(lc')(Vlti Czirr, Lindsey /1047
Muradjan et aI. /1057
...... Kurov, Ryabov et a1. /1067
~ Silver, de Saussure et 8I. /1027
0 de Saussure et al. /-487
• Weston et al . /1077
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